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Yet Amauld deserves great credit for having seen that a
science of comparative grammar was an intellectual pos-
sibility. The Port Royal logic, perhaps the most cele-
brated of their works, owes its origin to the same
commanding mind. It is based on the ' Discours de la
Me'thode' of Descartes, and on the essays of Pascal, * De
1'Esprit Ge'ome'trique,' and ' De I1 Art de Persuader/ It
breaks at once with the formal logic of the Schoolmen.
It divides the ^perafions of the mind into four. i. Con-
ception (or ideas). 2. Judgment (or propositions). 3.
Reasoning. 4. Arrangement (or method). In treating
of the syllogism it remarks, that the greater part of the
errors of mankind arise rather from reasoning on false
principles than from reasoning badly on the principles
which they adopt The chapter on fallacies is particularly
instructive. The examples have constant reference to
practical life or to the inculcation of good moral principles.
The c Elements of Geometry,7 by Arnauld, which were
long in use at Port Royal before they were printed, were
so good that Pascal destroyed the treatise which he had.
composed gn the same subject
The discipline of Port Royal was not at all severe, and
was maintained by the sel&acrifice of those who con-
ducted it. The charge given to them by their master was:
Speak little, bear much, pray more. The hours of work
were three in the morning and two and a half in the
afternoon. Books were dispensed with as far as possible,
and great use was made of conversation. Lessons were
often given in the open air, by the side of a stream, or
under the shade of trees. The education of girls was
cased for by Angelique Arnauld and Jacqueline Pascal
as carefully as Nicole arid Lancelot cared for that of the
boys. What a contrast between the direct attack on the
mind and intelligence of the pupil made in these schools

